Contents of Box 2

-Vietnam (land and people), Draft chapter of a book by JB.

-Vietnam (German): Rueckblick auf Vietnam, table of contents and forward.

-Notes on books by King C. Chen and Harold J. Wiens.

-Vietnam in Retrospect. (This was published in the US in 1977 under the title: Vietnam, the Unforgettable tragedy)

-A book – Title: Japanese Exports to the United States; Author: Wilbur F. Monroe; Publisher: United States-Japan Trade Council.


-Vietnam – final chapter of “Vietnam, The Unforgettable Tragedy”.

-Vietnam: Correspondence 1976-77 about the translation and publication in Austria of “Rueckblick auf Vietnam”.

-Reviews and correspondence about the Vietnam book “Rueckblick auf Vietnam”.

-English version of an appeal which JB drafted in 1961 for democratic Vietnamese opposition leaders.

-Postscript and notes from “Vietnam in Retrospect”, which was published as “Vietnam, the Unforgettable Tragedy” in 1977.

-English manuscript of “Vietnam, the Unforgettable Tragedy”.


-The Third lecture of the Three lectures on the history of Vietnam.
Papers of Joseph Buttinger – Partial Finding Aid

-U.S. in Vietnam, 2nd copy.


-A Dragon Defiant, book by JB based on four of his lectures: 4 lectures, introduction.

-“Vietnam in Retrospect” – copy from which German translation was made.

-“Vietnam in Retrospect” – another copy.

-Draft chapter of a book.